List of Non-Conforming Racquets

USA Racquetball has identified the following racquets as being marketed for the sport of racquetball with production specifications that do not conform to the current Rules of Racquetball.

Racquet lengths should be measured to make a final determination as to whether the below racquets conform to the rules. Under the rules, racquets in excess of 22 inches are not allowed for racquetball play.

Ektelon Longbody 165
Exceeds maximum length of 22 inches

Ektelon Longbody 175
Exceeds maximum length of 22 inches
Ektelon Thunder 170 ESP Longbody  
Exceeds maximum length of 22 inches

Ektelon Thunder 180 ESP Longbody  
Exceeds maximum length of 22 inches

To propose additions to this List of Non-Conforming Racquets, please write to membership@usra.org.

View the Rules of Racquetball at USARacquetball.com
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